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The InteriorFashion website is more than the publication of daily
news. Rather, it is a supplement of our print title. We will continue
articles from the magazine, compile online dossiers on individual
topics and show interesting interior design projects. New is an
overview of relevant industry events incl. seminars and webinars.
This makes www.interiorfashion.de an ideal addition to your
print activities. On the following pages you will find an overview
of our offers.

Advertorial as a slider on our home page
Our limited premium offer – an advertorial that is integrated
into the current theme selection of the slider element on
the homepage of www.interiorfashion.de.
- incl. any number of product and mood photos
- incl. web link with target page of your choice
- incl. QR-Code with target page of your choice (optional)
- product or brand name in headline
- after two weeks the presentation will be autimatically
transfered into the newsroom
The availability of this offer is limited.
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Price: 500.– Euros/two weeks

Online

Advertorial in the newsroom
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The www.interiorfashion.de newsroom offers you the chance to
place classic advertorials in an editorial context.
- incl. any number of product and mood photos
- incl. highlight labeling in the lead photo
- incl. web link with target page of your choice
- incl. QR-Code with target page of your choice (optional)
- product or brand name in headline
- 2 weeks on first place in the news overview on the homepage
- after two weeks the presentation will be autimatically transfered
into the newsroom
The availability of this offer is limited.
Price: 300.– Euros/two weeks

Advertorial as part of an online dossier
- incl. any number of product and mood photos
- incl. highlight button in the lead photo
- incl. web link with target page of your choice
- incl. QR-Code with target page of xour choice (optional)
- product or brand name in headline
- 2 weeks on first place in the news overview on the homepage and
permanently on the dossier overview page
furthermore
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- individualized banner with brand name
- further extras of your coice (logo, look at the catalog,
technical drawings)
- news teaser with highlight labeling twice
Price: 500 Euros
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Banner on our home page
With this banner we offer you a prominent and exclusive possibility
to place your static or animated banner on the home page. Only
your advertising can be found there for four weeks. Size: 1.250 x
375 px.				
Price: 750 Euro/4 weeks

Online

Banner in the newsboxes on our home page and
in the newsroom
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You have the possibility of using classical banner advertising which
is integrated into editorial content. By placing your static or animated
banner in an editorial context, you achieve a high level of attention
and acceptance. Size: 750 x 375 px.
Price: 250 Euro/4 weeks
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Bianca Schmidt
Master of Business Administration (FH)
Phone: +49 911 753980-14
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Stefanie Helmer
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Stefanie Hattel
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hattel@interiorfashion.de
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(Publisher representative / Advertisement + Editorial
Office)
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